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La0.9Sr0.1MnO3/insulator/SrNb0.007Ti0.993O3 multilayer and La0.9Sr0.1MnO3/SrNb0.007Ti0.993O3/

In2O3:SnO2(ITO)/La0.9Sr0.1MnO3/SrNb0.007Ti0.993O3 multilayer structures were designed to

enhance the photovoltage. The photovoltages of these two structures under an illumination of

308 nm laser are 410 and 600 mV, respectively. The latter is 20 times larger than that (30 mV)

observed in La0.9Sr0.1MnO3/SrNb0.007Ti0.993O3 single junction. The origin of such significant

enhancement of photovoltage is discussed in this letter. These results suggest that the photoelectric

property of perovskite oxides could be much improved by artificial structure designing. The

enhanced photovoltaic effects have potential applications in the ultraviolet photodetection and

solar cells. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4916993]

Perovskite oxide heterostructures, which can exhibit

interesting novel properties such as conducting two dimen-

sional electron gas at the interface between the insulating

oxide materials LaAlO3 and SrTiO3
1–3 and positive colossal

magnetoresistance,4,5 have attracted significant attentions in

recent years. The interest comes also from the perspective of

designing and tuning specific properties to achieve desired

functionalities.6 As one of the important properties, the

photoelectric effect of perovskite oxide heterostructures and

correlative devices has been investigated by many groups

due to their potential applications in UV detection and

energy area.7–9 Assmann et al. proposed high efficient solar

cells with LaVO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures,10 and ultrafast

photoelectric effect was also discovered in La0.9Sr0.1MnO3

(LSMO) heterostructures.11–15 Moreover, a large lateral

photovoltage induced by Dember effect was observed in

LSMO/Si heterostructures.16 Among all the investigations,

one issue needs to be solved is to improve the photovoltage

of the perovskite oxide heterostructures. For this purpose,

side illumination and many other methods were pro-

posed.17–19 Previously, we have reported an ultimate value

of photovoltage in the heterostructures with a film thickness

consistent with the calculated thickness of the depletion

layer in LSMO films for heterostructures of LSMO/

SrNb0.008Ti0.992O3 and LSMO/Si.7,20 In this work, we

designed two kinds of multilayer structures, and obtained as

much as 20 times larger photovoltage than that in the single

heterostructures. The mechanism behind this dramatically

enhancement is discussed.

The following two kinds of multilayer structures are

proposed: one is LSMO/insulator (SrTiO3 or BaTiO3)/

SrNb0.007Ti0.993O3 (SNTO) multilayer structure and the

other is LSMO/SNTO/In2O3:SnO2(ITO)/LSMO/SNTO mul-

tilayer structure, for the purpose of further enhancing the

photovoltage by artificial structure design. The structures of

LSMO (20 nm)/insulator (10 nm)/SNTO (substrate) and

LSMO (20 nm)/SNTO (10 nm)/ITO (10 nm)/LSMO (20 nm)/

SNTO (substrate) were deposited by a computer-controlled

laser molecular beam epitaxy equipped with an in situ reflec-

tion high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) system

(PASCAL). The growth was performed with a base pressure

1� 10�6 Pa. XeCl excimer laser (308 nm, 20 ns, and

2.2 J cm�2) was used during the fabrication. When growing

the ITO interlayer, laser frequency was chosen at 6 Hz, while

2 Hz was chosen when fabricating all other layers. The films

were grown at 950 �C and an oxygen pressure of 10 Pa. As a

reference, a single LSMO/SNTO junction was fabricated in

the same situation. The thicknesses of LSMO thin films

in all kinds of heterostructures were monitored by the

RHEED system. After the deposition, the samples were char-

acterized by high-resolution Synchrotron X-ray diffractome-

try (SXRD) using the BL14B1 beam line of Shanghai

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) and atomic force

microscopy (AFM). As for the photoelectrical measure-

ments, platinum electrode with a diameter of 400 lm was

deposited on the p-type LSMO films and Indium was used as

the electrode of the n-type SNTO to form ohmic contacts.

The photoelectric properties were investigated by using light

sources with various wavelengths from 300 to 600 nm. The

photovoltaic signals were recorded by a 500 MHz sampling

oscilloscope with an input impedance of 1 MX. The electro-

des were always kept in the dark during the experiments to

avoid possible effects. The current-voltage curves were

measured using a Keithly 2400 electrometer.

Figure 1(a) displays a typical RHEED intensity oscilla-

tion curve during the growth of the first LSMO layer on the

SNTO substrate. The intensity oscillation infers a two-

dimensional lay-by-layer growth mode. Though the oscilla-

tion disappears when the roughness increases, the RHEED

image of as-grown multilayer taken at the end of all the dep-

osition is still sharp, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a), which
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confirms a good crystallinity and a smooth surface. AFM to-

pography also supports this conclusion (not shown here).

Figure 1(b) exhibits the SXRD pattern of the LSMO/SNTO/

ITO/LSMO/SNTO multilayer structure. As shown in

Fig. 1(b), the h-2h scan has no indication of the presence of

additional phases other than (001) oriented layers. As for the

LSMO/insulator/SNTO multilayer, we did the same investi-

gation and obtained the similar conclusion.

As we reported earlier,20 an ultimate value of photovolt-

age in the heterostructures with the film thickness is consist-

ent with the calculated thickness of the depletion layer

in LSMO films for heterostructures of LSMO/SNTO.

Therefore, the photovoltage of a heterojunction is proposed

to be related to its thickness of the depletion layer. Thus,

after inserting the insulator layer, the width of the depletion

layer should be changed and the properties of the junction

can be tuned. With such a motivation, we designed two

LSMO/insulator/SNTO multilayer structures and checked

their properties. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) exhibit the I-V curves

of the LSMO/insulator/SNTO multilayer structure in dark

environment and under light (375 nm, 5.1 mW/mm2), respec-

tively. Both LSMO/BTO/SNTO and LSMO/STO/SNTO

have a smaller current than that of LSMO/SNTO under the

same voltage. The reason can be attributed to the increase of

the width of the depletion layer due to inserting an insula-

tor.21 Under the illumination of light, the I-V curves of

LSMO/BTO/SNTO and LSMO/STO/SNTO both have a

larger offset than that of the LSMO/SNTO. As we all know,

the offset indicates the generation of an open circuit voltage.

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the photovoltages of the LSMO/

insulator/SNTO structures and the reference LSMO/SNTO

structure under different light sources. Under 308-nm-pulse

laser (20 ns, 0.5 mJ/mm2), LSMO/BTO/SNTO and LSMO/

STO/SNTO multilayers have a photovoltage of 410 and

290 mV, respectively, while the reference single junction of

LSMO/SNTO only has a photovoltage of 30 mV. For the

375-nm continuous-wave laser (5.1 mW/mm2), the photo-

voltages of LSMO/BTO/SNTO, LSMO/STO/SNTO, and

LSMO/SNTO are 140, 49, and 5 mV, respectively. As

FIG. 1. (a) RHEED intensity oscillation during the growth of the first

LSMO layer on the SNTO substrate. (b) SXRD pattern of the LSMO/SNTO/

ITO/SNTO/LSMO multilayer. The inset in (a) is a RHEED pattern of the

structure after depositing all the layers.

FIG. 2. (a) IV curve of the LSMO/insu-

lator/SNTO multilayer and its refer-

ence single junction in the dark. (b) IV
curve of the LSMO/insulator/SNTO

multilayer and its reference single

junction under 375 nm laser (5.1 mW/

mm2). (c) Photovoltage of the LSMO/

insulator/SNTO multilayer and its ref-

erence single junction under the illumi-

nation of 308 nm laser (20 ns, 0.5 mJ/

mm2). (d) Photovoltage of the LSMO/

insulator/SNTO multilayer and its ref-

erence single junction under the illumi-

nation of 375 nm laser (5.1 mW/mm2).
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expected, the photovoltage of the heterostructure with insert-

ing layer is enhanced comparing to the one without the

inserting layer.

In order to further improve the photovoltage, we

designed a multilayer with LSMO/SNTO/ITO/LSMO/SNTO

structure. Figure 3(a) shows the I-V curves of the multilayer

structure and the reference LSMO/SNTO in the dark envi-

ronment. Both the samples exhibit good nonlinear and recti-

fying I-V characteristics. In darkness, the I-V curves should

pass through the origin of coordinate. When the samples are

under illumination, photo-generated carriers are generated

and there are photocurrents and photovoltages in the hetero-

structures, which are superimposed on the values of the I-V

curves in the darkness; therefore, the I-V curves under

illumination have offsets comparing with that in darkness

and these offsets are related to the photovoltage. Thus, we

can characterize the photovoltage with the observed offsets

of the I-V curves. Figure 3(b) shows the I-V curves of the

multilayer structure under an illumination of UV light

(375 nm laser, 5.1 mW/mm2). It can be seen that the offset of

the multilayer structure is bigger than the single junction.

Therefore, we can predict that the multilayer structure can

generate a larger photovoltage than the single junction.

Then the photovoltage under the illumination of 308 nm

laser (20 ns, 0.5 mJ/mm2) was studied. Because the photon

energy of laser pulse (4.0 eV) is larger than the band gap of

LSMO (�1.0 eV) and SNTO (�3.2 eV),22 when the laser

illuminates the sample surface, the photons will be absorbed.

Considering that the transmissivity of 10-nm-thick ITO

is about 70%23 and the photoabsorption coefficient a of

LSMO and SNTO are 1.5� 105 cm�1 and 1.2� 105 cm�1,

respectively,24 according to the formula I ¼ I0 expð–axÞ,
where I and I0 stand for the light intensity before and after

illumination while x is the material thickness. As all films in

the multilayer structure are much thinner than their absorp-

tion lengths, we believe that all the layers of the multilayer

structure can absorb the photons, and are involved in the

generation of the photovoltage in the system. Figure 4 shows

the photovoltage of the LSMO/SNTO/ITO/LSMO/SNTO

multilayer and the reference LSMO/SNTO single junction at

ambient temperature, respectively. At the same condition, it

is shown that the multilayer structure has a photovoltage of

about 600 mV, while the reference single junction only about

30 mV. That is to say, the photovoltage of the multilayer

structure is greatly enhanced comparing to the single one.

We also investigated the photovoltage of the multilayer

structure without ITO interlayer (LSMO/SNTO/LSMO/

SNTO structure), no photovoltage signal was measured. This

phenomenon clarified that the ITO interlayer plays an impor-

tant role in enhancing the photovoltaic of the multilayer. The

wavelength we used is 308 nm and the bandgap of ITO is

around 4.0 eV,25 therefore photogenerated carriers can be

generated in ITO layer and may contributed to the photovolt-

age. For LSMO/SNTO/LSMO/SNTO structure, there is no

ITO layer and no photogenerated carriers in ITO interlayer.

On the other hand, without ITO interlayer, the LSMO layer

in the lower junction and the SNTO layer in the upper junc-

tion are directly contacted and will form an inverse junction,

which will also prevent the generation of the photovoltage.

In order to further understand the role of the ITO interlayer,

samples with ITO interlayer of different thickness were fab-

ricated in the same condition. Their photovoltaic properties

were shown in the inset of Fig. 4. It can be seen that with the

increase of the thickness of ITO, the photovoltage of the

multilayer also increases.

The wavelength responsivity was also investigated by

using different wavelengths of light source. Figures 5(a)–5(c)

display the photovoltaic signals under a 600-nm laser, 375-

nm laser, and 300-nm laser, respectively. The energy den-

sities are all 5.1 mW/mm2. Under all these lasers, it is obvious

that the photovoltages are greatly enhanced comparing to the

reference single junction LSMO/SNTO. Under the 300-nm

FIG. 3. (a) IV curve of the LSMO/SNTO/ITO/SNTO/LSMO multilayer and

its reference single junction in the dark. (b) IV curve of the LSMO/SNTO/

ITO/SNTO/LSMO multilayer and its reference single junction under 375 nm

laser (5.1 mW/mm2). The insets in (a) are the schematics of measurement.

FIG. 4. Photovoltage of the LSMO/SNTO/ITO/LSMO/SNTO multilayer

and its reference single junction under the illumination of 308 nm laser

(20 ns, 0.5 mJ/mm2). The inset is the dependence of the photovoltage of mul-

tilayer on the thickness of the ITO layer.
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laser, the photovoltage of the multilayer is 200 mV and the

reference one is 10 mV. Under the 375 nm laser, the photo-

voltages are 80 and 5 mV, respectively. However, under the

600-nm laser, the multilayer shows a photovoltage of 15 mV,

while the reference junction shows no photovoltaic signal.

The band gaps of LSMO and SNTO are 1.0 and 3.2 eV,22

respectively. Because the photon energy of 600 nm is

2.07 eV, which cannot be absorbed by the SNTO layer, only

the LSMO layer attributes to the photovoltaic, while for the

300-nm laser and 375-nm laser, both the LSMO and SNTO

layers can absorb the light and attributes to the photovoltage.

This is the reason why the photovoltage under 600 nm is

much smaller than those under the 300 nm and 375 nm. The

photovoltage of the reference single junction under 600 nm is

too small to be distinguished.

At last, we summarized the photovoltage of different

structures, which is illustrated in Figure 6(a). Under the

illumination of 308 nm pulse laser, the LSMO/SNTO single

junction has a photovoltage of 30 mV. By artificial design,

the LSMO/insulator/SNTO multilayer structure can show a

photovoltage of 290 mV (LSMO/STO/SNTO) and 410 mV

(LSMO/BTO/SNTO). By further artificially designing, the

photovoltage of LSMO/ITO/SNTO/LSMO/SNTO can reach

as large as 600 mV, which is nearly 20 times of the single

junction LSMO/SNTO.

Now, we discuss the origin of the significant enhance-

ment of photovoltages in the artificially designed structures.

When light illuminates a p-n junction, photo-generated car-

riers in the junction are separated by the built-in field and

collected by the electrodes. This is how the photovoltage in

p-n junction is generated.21 For the LSMO/insulator/SNTO

multilayer structures, the energy band diagram is illustrated

in Figures 6(b) and 6(c). The dashed lines label the depletion

layers of the LSMO/SNTO single junction and the LSMO/in-

sulator/SNTO multilayer structures. In the LSMO/insulator/

SNTO multilayer structures, the inserting insulator layer is

fully depleted because of the built-in field.26 This means that

the width of the depletion layer is expanded comparing with

the single LSMO/SNTO junction, which is clearly shown in

Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). Thus, the photogenerated carriers can be

separated farther due to the wider depletion layer, and the

recombination of the photogenerated carriers is less, which

can increase the photovoltage of the LSMO/insulator/SNTO

multilayer structure. As for the LSMO/SNTO/ITO/LSMO/

SNTO multilayer structure, we expected the increase of the

photovoltage is first due to the adding up effect from the two

individual LSMO/SNTO heterojunctions connected by the

ITO conducting layer. We also expected that it may be twice

larger than the photovoltage of single LSMO/SNTO junction

due to much thinner layer of the SNTO (10 nm) in the upper

junction than that (the substrate SNTO 0.5 mm) of in the

lower junction, as we already know that thinner film can

even increase the photovoltage to one order larger, also, due

to the reduction of the recombination of photogenerated car-

riers during their drifting process.20 However, a 20 times

larger photovoltage than that in the single junction still sur-

prised us, and the mechanism behind this significant

enhancement remains an open question, and we expect that

some further studies both experimentally and theoretically

can shine some light on it. As shown in Fig. 4, the thickness

of ITO layer can greatly influence the photovoltage. Except

FIG. 5. Photovoltage of the LSMO/SNTO/ITO/LSMO/SNTO multilayer

and its reference single junction under the illumination of (a) 600 nm (b)

375 nm, and (c) 300 nm laser. The energy densities for three measurements

are 5.1 mW/mm2.

FIG. 6. (a) Photovoltage of different

multilayer structures and their refer-

ence LSMO/SNTO single junction

under 308 nm pulse laser. (b) Energy

band diagram of LSMO/SNTO single

junction. (c) Energy band diagram of

LSMO/insulator/SNTO structure. The

dashed lines labeled the depletion

layers.
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preventing the formation of the inverse junction between the

LSMO layer in the lower junction and the SNTO layer in the

upper junction,27 we think the interface produced by the ITO

layer may also play an important role in the significant

enhancement of the photovoltage.

In conclusion, we designed two multilayer structures of

LSMO/insulator/SNTO as well as LSMO/SNTO/ITO/

LSMO/SNTO, and systematically investigated their photo-

electricity properties. A significant enhancement of photo-

voltage as large as 20 times larger as that in LSMO/SNTO

single junction was obtained. Our findings demonstrate that

the multilayer structures are with great potential to be used

in photovoltage devices to enhance the photovoltage. For the

LSMO/insulator/SNTO multilayer structure, we suggest

the expansion of the depletion layer and the reduction of the

recombination of photo-generated carriers is the reason for

the enhancement of the photovoltage. For the LSMO/SNTO/

ITO/LSMO/SNTO multilayer structure, we think the upper

junction of LSMO/SNTO with much thinner SNTO layer

than that (SNTO substrate) of the lower junction dominates

the great increase of the photovoltage due to much less

recombination in that junction,20 and the interface created by

the ITO layer may also play some important roles in the pho-

tovoltaic enhancement of the LSMO/SNTO/ITO/LSMO/ITO

multilayer. However, some other mechanism behind this

significant enhancement remains unrevealed and further

studies both experimentally and theoretically are expected.
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